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Balzer Bray/Harperteen, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Starred reviews from Publishers Weekly and Booklist * YALSA Top Ten Quick Pick for
Reluctant Readers * ALA Best Fiction for Young Adults List * 2017 Rainbow List A sharply honest and
moving debut perfect for fans of The Perks of Being a Wallflower and Ask the Passengers. Riley
Cavanaugh is many things: Punk rock. Snarky. Rebellious. And gender fluid. Some days Riley
identifies as a boy, and others as a girl. But Riley isn t exactly out yet. And between starting a new
school and having a congressman father running for reelection in uber-conservative Orange
County, the pressure--media and otherwise--is building up in Riley s life. On the advice of a therapist,
Riley starts an anonymous blog to vent those pent-up feelings and tell the truth of what it s really
like to be a gender fluid teenager. But just as Riley s starting to settle in at school--even developing
feelings for a mysterious outcast--the blog goes viral, and an unnamed commenter discovers Riley s
real identity, threatening exposure. And Riley must make a choice: walk away from what the blog
has created--a lifeline, new friends,...
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Reviews
A brand new e book with a brand new standpoint. It really is simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 % of the publication. Your daily life period will
likely be transform as soon as you full looking over this publication.
-- Dr . Ca r mine Ha mmes
This publication is definitely worth purchasing. Yes, it is actually engage in, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. You can expect to like just
how the author write this publication.
-- O die Dicki
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